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Postings From the Interwebs

@karina198 on Instagram (Karina L. Shapiro)

We loved it from the minute we walked in, now my son is starting in the fall! Couldn't be happier and grateful! 🌸

@3amjosh shares a 360 degree view of campus while attending the Scottish Games.

@adventurewithmclif shares a photo from his MayX trip to Italy, flying the Furman flag with pride.

It was a rainy day when my son and I visited Furman for the first time and he said, "This is my college!"

~@serafinanmacdonald (Sue)

We visited your university and love following this fb page. Hope my daughter will choose Furman! 💙

~Lisa Rosfelder Prekszas

It's a gorgeous college campus. Not many other campuses come close to the gardens and beautiful water features...it's a fabulous place from which to graduate! My son loved it! 💚

~Virginia Shelley

Furman is awesome any day and every day 365 days a year!! So glad our son is #furmanbound.

~Jules Richie Soapes

I spent a couple of weeks on campus in the summer of 1972. I still remember the beauty. The bell tower. The swans. AND the Falcons in training! Most of all though, I remember sitting in the rose garden one afternoon, reading and praying. There was a gardener tending the roses, deadheading. He clipped one perfect Peace rose, my favorite rose of all time, and brought it over to give to me. I'll never, ever forget that special, superb moment of my life.

Thank you, Furman University.

~Donna Trotter Brumby

Aaron Rodgers Mentions Furman:

(@AaronRodgers12) Big thanks to all the great fans out there who walked with me most of the day! Especially Griffin and his Dad! #BMWCharityProAm #Furman

Our Top Tweet:

We are so proud of these graduates. Congratulations class of 2017! #FurmanGrad